HOMELESS AND FOUND NOTE TEXT TO QUOT
I am so sorry to leave so many weeds.
I had a stroke right the wrong time. I wanted
To leave it nice.
Jack
(found crumpled in the back of a kitchen drawer in a house friends purchased. Left by
elderly former owner whose wife recently died. He was being moved to a “rest home” by
relatives. Found mid 1980’s
I remember this corner of my parent’s room in our small tin house
I would lie on the bed, look out the screen door, and pick threads from the chenille
bedspread
It was warm outside
Jane Gilmor

10-2-85
If I had a $1000 I would by out a pet store and buy a new car and live in a ranch with
horses and a lot of inside animals and have a waterbed and a lot more!! But this would be
one big dream that’s all! Nora S.

Love –Alternation theory
Controlees are altered beings. They are pitiful. They are not humans. Altered.
A Controlee knows no other environment but that of Brain Control.
A Controllee is not quilty, He is not damaged. He cannot be blamed. He is altered.
Original Thought is altered, changed, dmaged, ruined, arrested
The Mind. Infinite, its possibilities infinite. Indeterminate
Revelations boundless. Discoveries illimintable. Thoughts limitless.
Creation infinite. Now Altered.
The Mind is infinite. Altered is ruined.

No attach on any person. Alternation is not the fault of the altered person at all.
A person altered -----no objective view of alternation. Alternation theory places no guilt,
no blame, no responsibility on anyone.

LOVE

Nothing will stop a shut-down by love
Love of ______ Nature
Man
Others
Oneself
LOVE ----FREEDOM
Absense of Love = Absense of Freedom
Hatred = absense of Freedom
Term relative but extant, available. I cannot know the love another has.
We need a Manual Of Love war against Brain Control.
Selections from Des Moines street flier by Harry Haupt, Copyright, 1987

